GOLD INDUSTRY WORKING GROUP

SUMMARY OF THE WORK DONE ON OCCUPATIONAL LUNG DISEASE
TIMELINE OF FIRST STEPS
October 2014 – first engagement with
Compensation Commissioner

May 2015 – launch of Project
KuRiha

10 November 2014 – Working Group
final mandate agreed

March 2015 – initial meeting
with Minister of Health

October 2015 – underground
visit for media to see dust prevention in
action

18 November 2014 – Working Group
launch announced

December 2014 – meetings
with claimants’ attorneys get
underway

January 2016 – first multistakeholder
workshop on integration of
compensation systems

WORKING TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION
•• All of the Working Group’s initiatives are focused on achieving a
comprehensive solution to the challenge of occupational lung
disease (specifically silicosis) in former and current mineworkers.
•• This comprehensive solution must be one that is fair to past,
present and future mine employees – while also being sustainable
for the sector.

September 2015 – inception
of joint Steering Committee with
MBOD and CCOD

May 2016 – Integration of
Compensation Summit 200 delegates

THE CHAMBER OF MINES IS A CRUCIAL STAKEHOLDER, GIVEN
ITS REPRESENTATION OF THE ENTIRE MINING INDUSTRY
•• The Working Group operates independently of the Chamber of
Mines. However regular meetings are held between Chamber
officials and the Working Group, with a focus on cooperation in a
Joint Steering Committee with the MBOD and CCOD to assist the
MBOD/CCOD in resolving issues.

•• There are three focus areas within the comprehensive solution:
•• ensure that all eligible former employees receive the ODMWA
compensation they are entitled to
•• move all current and future mineworkers from ODMWA to
COIDA with its superior compensation and protection against
civil claims
•• establish a legacy fund which will ensure ‘top-up’ payments to
ODMWA claimants

CEOs OF WORKING GROUP COMPANIES ARE FULLY
INVOLVED AND SIGN OFF ON ALL MAJOR DECISIONS
•• CEOs have met on average every 3 months since November 2014.
•• CEOs also engage with stakeholder principals when necessary.

ONGOING ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CLAIMANTS’ ATTORNEYS
•• Meetings have been underway with the claimant’s attorneys
since the beginning of December 2014.
•• Since the beginning of 2016, these meetings have occurred on a
monthly basis at least, if not more often.

The goal of the Working Group is
a comprehensive solution to the
compensation and healthcare challenge
of occupational lung disease that is fair to
past, present and future employees, and
which is also sustainable for the sector.
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THE ROLE OF ORGANISED LABOUR
•• Meetings have been held with several unions.
•• A number of unions attended the launch of Operation Ku-Riha
and gave it their formal support.
•• Organised labour representatives also participate alongside
Working Group representatives in the technical task teams and
the coordinating committee of the process to review the
compensation system. This means there is continuous and regular
engagement with them.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, ESPECIALLY MINERAL
RESOURCES, HEALTH AND LABOUR ARE KEY DRIVERS IN
THE REVIEW OF THE COMPENSATION SYSTEM
An initial meeting with the Minister of Health was held in March
2015, and there have been a number of subsequent meetings.
•• The Working Group has also met several times with
representatives of the inter-ministerial delegation.
•• The work of the various compensation review technical task
teams also means that Working Group representatives engage
regularly with their counterparts from the three government
departments.
•• The Working Group is also supporting the work being done by
Deputy Minister Oliphant on unclaimed benefits, and WG
representatives engage regularly with the Deputy Minister and
his team.

INTEGRATION OF THE COMPENSATION SYSTEM
•• A key aspect of the Working Group’s efforts has been the project
to integrate the country’s various compensations systems.

THE WORKING GROUP IS PUTTING CONSIDERABLE EFFORT
INTO ENGAGING WITH AND OFFERING APPROPRIATE
ASSISTANCE TO THE (ODMWA) COMPENSATION
COMMISSIONER
•• The Working Group has been engaging with the Compensation
Commissioner since October 2014.
•• Since then, Working Group representatives have met regularly
with the Commissioner to discuss a range of issues.

•• A range of Working Group representatives attended two
workshops (January and May 2016) which focussed on the
challenges facing the compensation system and on discussing
how to review and integrate it to ensure maximum functionality.
•• This engagement continued with Working Group membership of
a range of technical task teams – and the Steering Committee–
who are taking forward the decisions of the second
compensation workshop.

The Working Group is
an active participant
in government’s
initiative to integrate
compensation systems
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